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Location: Staples Center, Los Angeles, California
Commentators: Michael Cole, Jerry Lawler, Booker T

It’s the biggest party of the summer. Wait that was another ad
campaign. It’s Summerfest! No wait that’s a Piven botch. It’s

Punk vs. Cena II. Well actually more like their 8th match but
the second PPV main event. Seriously that’s the extent of the
hype for this show. There’s also Christian vs. Orton V or
whatever but that’s really minor by comparison. There’s also a
mini  concert  because  those  have  worked  oh  so  well  before
right? Let’s get to it.

The guitarist from Tool plays a rock version of the Star
Spangled Banner. He’s no Man Mountain Rock.

The opening video is about how we’re in LA and LA is awesome.

This is like the 4th year in a row it’s been in LA. Might be
three but still that’s a ton. There’s another video about how
there’s a domino effect in the Punk vs. Cena war. That Bright
Lights Bigger City song is growing on me a bit.

Here’s Miz to open the show and he’ll be in a six man tag. He
first has something to say. Why am I not surprised? He says
he’s returned to Summerslam and wants to thank the fans for
insisting he competes tonight. Miz is cut off by Truth who
talks about spiders. They start with the letter S, as does
Summerslam. Singing also starts with an S and Cee Lo Green is
singing  tonight.  You  know  what  else  starts  with  a  C?
CONSPIRACY!!! Del Rio cuts him off to save our sanity.
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The  Miz/Alberto  Del  Rio/R-Truth  vs.  Kofi  Kingston/Rey
Mysterio/John  Morrison

Well they had to fill in the card with something. Del Rio gets
a face reaction from the Hispanic heavy crowd. Kofi has white
shorts now. Morrison, the hometown boy, gets NOTHING. We get a
recap of Rey getting jumped by Miz on Monday. The rest of the
feuds I think you know. The bell rings almost 15 minutes into
the show. Miz vs. Kofi to start us off. There’s a Miz is
Awesome chant.

Big monkey flip and a dropkick put Miz down. Off to Morrison
and we get double flapjacks/double nipups. Nice fast paced
stuff to start so far. Off to Truth vs. Morrison and Truth
isn’t  afraid  anymore.  There’s  the  springboard  spin  kick
(Moonlight Drive I think? It’s the same one Cody uses for the
most part) but it only gets two. The heels cheat (EVIL!) and
send Morrison to the floor to shift momentum.

Off to Miz who hooks a chinlock which eats up some time.
Morrison fights out of it with something resembling a Pele
kick (ala AJ) and it’s warm tag Kofi. That cross body is
SWEET. Miz takes him down and every heel not named Alberto
works him over. Time for Kofi to imitate a long haired blonde
guy from the 80s who thought he could sing named Morton for a
good while.

We’re just waiting on the hot tag to Rey at this point. And
yep there it is. The seated kick to Truth gets two. 619 is
broken up and a second is as well. Rey makes up for that by
hitting one to Truth and Miz at the same time. Everything
breaks down and the faces all start diving like a broke boxer
in Vegas. The ring is cleared and Rey hits the top rope splash
on Truth for the pin at 9:30.

Rating:  B-.  Solid  opener  here  which  was  very  fast  paced.
That’s exactly what the opening match is supposed to be. You
had to get a bunch of these guys on the show somehow and this



is as good a way as any. I like these random tag matches
because you combine feuds and manage to get a fun match too.
Not everything needs to have some epic backstory to it to be a
good match and this is proof of it. Good stuff.

Johnny Ace demands a public apology from Punk for getting
kicked in the head. Well Ace is certainly annoying already so
he’s doing his job. Punk mockingly apologizes and Ace leaves.
Punk turns around and there’s the still hot Stephanie. She
says HHH, Cena and Vince have all wished him good luck. He
kind of says she’s brainless and she offers him a handshake
anyway. “I would but I know where that hand has been.”

Recap of Henry vs. Sheamus which is basically about Sheamus
being the only guy willing to fight Henry. That’s still a cool
moment.

Sheamus vs. Mark Henry

I can’t imagine this going long. Sheamus gets in a few shots
early on but then the beating begins. Henry hammers on Sheamus
and we head to the floor where Henry gorilla presses Sheamus
into the ring through the top and middle ropes. That was kind
of awesome. Splash gets two. There’s a backbreaker and now an
over the shoulder body vice.

The pale one fights out of it and manages to take Henry down
for a moment. Emphasis on the moment aspect though as Henry
takes him down again. The Vader Bomb misses though and Sheamus
starts his comeback. A flying axehandle puts him on the mat
and  Sheamus  starts  dropping  some  knees.  He  fires  off  the
forearms to the chest when Henry is caught in the ropes.

Sheamus hits the ropes and they collide, sending both guys
down for a few seconds. The Irishman hits a top rope shoulder
block for two. The cord is of course hot here because it’s LA
and it’s a wrestling town. Sheamus pounds his chest but the
Brogue Kick misses. Henry tries the World’s Strongest Slam but
Sheamus counters and the Brogue Kick sends Henry to the floor.



He’s out cold and dead weight now. Naturally since Sheamus is
a face now he goes after him and is rammed back first into the
post and then through the barricade which explodes. It’s a
countout win by Henry at 9:20.

Rating: C. Well it’s Sheamus vs. Mark Henry. What were you
expecting here other than power vs. power? This could probably
lead to a gimmick match down the line which I wouldn’t be
opposed to seeing. They backed themselves into a corner with
the booking here though and it was pretty obvious that they
weren’t  going  to  do  a  clean  ending  here,  which  is
understandable.

Christian is in the back with a big smile on his face. He has
an insurance policy and the entire WWE is the beneficiary.
Anything goes and we’re in LA, which means the match is going
to be like a summer blockbuster like Harry Potter. Well that’s
better than a Buff Blockbuster I guess. Oh Christian is Potter
while Orton is Cowboys and Alience. I haven’t seen that yet so
I can’t make a joke there.

Ad for some movie.

Time to kill off any momentum we had built up in the first 45
minutes with a performance by Cee Lo Green. Since one song
wasn’t enough, here’s another with some dancing Divas. Well
we’ve just lost 5 minutes of my life.

Divas Title: Kelly Kelly vs. Beth Phoenix

Eve and Nattie are here as seconds. Kelly looking good in the
tiny white shorts and Beth in the blue skirt thing. Kelly uses
speed to take over and does her gymnastics stuff. I can’t
complain about an upskirt shot of Beth. Kelly dives off the
middle rope to the floor. That looked decent. Beth remembers
that she’s Beth Phoenix and she’s fighting Kelly Kelly so she
gets a gorilla hot shot for two. Booker and Jerry as for a
wardrobe malfunction. Off to a chinlock as Cole says he’s
turned off by Kelly over some photoshopping thing.



Beth hooks an over the shoulder backbreaker but Kelly escapes
into a neckbreaker for two. Kelly gets put in the Tree of Woe
but escapes via gymnastics. This is kind of stop and go match.
Kelly gets all fired up and slams Beth’s head into the mat a
few times to come back. She looks spent though. Handspring
elbow is caught into the Glam Slam and Kelly rolls through for
the pin at 6:20. Yes, that just happened totally clean.

Rating: C+. Given what I was expecting, this was a miracle.
It’s nothing great or anything but they tried out there. It’s
pretty easily Kelly’s best match ever and that’s not covering
a lot but they worked hard and it came off pretty well. I
totally don’t get the ending but the plastic chick going over
in Hollywood makes sense.

Stephanie comes out of Cena’s locker room.

Jimmy freaking Hart of all people is with R-Truth and says he
needs a manager. Truth realizes something: JIMMY IS LITTLE!
HE’S LITTLE JIMMY!!! Truth scares him off and talks about the
conspiracy, yelling at Ron Artest and his daughter who are
just chilling in the back for no apparent reason.

Wade Barrett vs. Daniel Bryan

Mat stuff to start with Barrett in control. Booker talks about
Bryan having his lunch today. We had breakfast talk on Friday
and now this? Jerry calls Barrett a carnivore which is a
decent enough line. SICK looking arm hold into a pin attempt
by  Bryan.  Cole  is  way  off  tonight,  calling  Barrett  the
submission specialist and thinking Bryan was the carnivore
Jerry was talking about.

Cross body gets two for Bryan. There’s a dragon screw legwhip
which has Dusty Rhodes freaking out I’m sure. Running dropkick
in the corner gets two and it’s surfboard time. Here come the
kicks as Bryan channels his inner Rockette. Barrett gets a
shot in and takes over again. This has been a match of varying
streaks which is usually a formula for good stuff.



Barrett gets a slingshot (thing Blanchard) backbreaker for two
and it’s off to a chinlock. The British dude keeps expanding
his arsenal with a flying forearm for two. Oh and Bryan has a
much shorter haircut now. Barrett gets sent to the floor with
a dropkick and a running knee square to the head. That looked
SICK. Back inside now and the pumphandle slam is countered
into more kicks. Bryan is speeding things up and taking over
now.

HARD kicks to the chest but Barrett won’t go down. Ok a big
one to the head puts him down. I think he kicked the British
out  of  him.  Now  Barrett  takes  over  again  and  loads  up
Wasteland  but  Bryan  elbows  out  of  it  and  throws  on  the
guillotine. That doesn’t work and it’s off to the LeBell Lock
but Barrett makes the rope. I thought that was the end. This
is getting some time too. They go up to the corner and Bryan
gets  crotched.  Barrett  gets  a  middle  rope  lariat  to  the
crotched Bryan and now he loads Wasteland, which is enough for
the clean pin at 11:45.

Rating: B. Match of the night here by far and it was good
stuff. They went back and forth hard here and it let both guys
showcase  themselves  really  well.  Bryan  losing  here  is  ok
because he didn’t look bad at all. You can lose and not look
bad and this is a great example of that. Good match here and I
was way into it near the end.

The California National Guard is here.

We recap Christian vs. Orton. Basically Christian played up
Orton’s anger management and got him to snap long enough to
lose the title at Money in the Bank. Tonight it’s no holds
barred.  And  remember  Christian  has  promised  a  surprise
insurance policy.

The champ comes out first which is odd. He has a mic and says
he’s a man of his words. The insurance policy…..IS EDGE????
His haircut is a little weird but he looks about the same. A



bit skinnier though which is expected. If I didn’t have to hit
the gym every day I certainly wouldn’t.

Edge says that he’ll never be able to wrestle again but he was
happy when he left because he was able to pass the torch to
Christian. He thought the first defense against Orton was
unfair but then Christian started complaining a lot. Christian
did win the title back but he did it by disqualification. Edge
did a lot of weak things but he did it with style and was
never boring.

He didn’t hide behind suits and clipboards. No Edge you hid
behind Vickie. Somewhere along the lines Christian became a
disgrace to himself. Christian knows he’s better than that but
now he’s just a whiner. With that, Edge leaves to a nice
ovation. And heeeeeeeeere’s Randy!

Smackdown World Title: Christian vs. Randy Orton

No holds barred remember. After some big match intros we’re
ready to go. Opening slugout is won by Orton and he hammers
the Canadian down in the corner. Christian gets that reverse
guillotine thing of his and a jumping back elbow (love that
move) gets two. Back body drop sets up the Garvin Stomp and a
knee drop for two. They have a ton of time here.

The psychology is working here because they’ve had like 5
matches beforehand to get each others’ moves down, meaning the
counters make a lot more sense. Elevated DDT is blocked into a
backdrop to the floor. Orton loads up the table but the RKO is
counter. Christian grabs the belt and heads into the crowd.
The GM computer is there but it hasn’t been used in weeks.

Orton catches him in the crowd and hammers away. Back to
ringside now and Christian finds a kendo stick to pound on
Orton. He chokes away and shouts a lot and gets two. Christian
charges at him in the corner and gets rolled up into a VERY
close two count. Spinebuster gets two for the champion. Orton
fires off a dropkick to block a kendo stick shot from the



middle rope.

Randy  is  bleeding  from  the  mouth  a  bit.  He  starts  his
finishing sequence and there’s the powerslam. Now he’s got the
stick but Christian gets his feet up to break that up. Middle
rope dropkick is countered into a jackknife cover for two for
Randy. Thesz Press takes Christian down but Christian counters
into the Killswitch. That is countered into the backbreaker
for two.

Orton grabs some tables from under the ring but Christian
spears him into the railing. Cole recaps the show in case
someone is flipping through the PPV channels and wants to see
if they’re watching the right show they bought I suppose.
There’s a table set up at ringside and one in the ring not set
up. Orton superplexes Christian onto the unset table but might
have hut his tailbone. It only gets two anyway.

The table is already broken but Orton puts it in the corner
anyway. Yes slap a cracked table with some of the legs already
broken.  Nothing  could  go  wrong  with  that  idea.  Christian
counters the toss into it and hits the reverse DDT. He loads
up the spear but Orton jumps over him. RKO is countered and we
go back to the floor. Christian goes into the steps and does a
nice flip over them.

Now Christian puts Orton’s head into the steps so Randy is
going to take a little nap now. Edge’s former brother but now
his best friend for life because kayfabe is more powerful than
blood drills him with the monitor and I think he says RKO.
Christian tries an RKO but Randy has fought the Undertaker a
few times so he counters into the RKO of his own and both guys
are down.

The fans say this is awesome and they’re getting there. Back
in the ring and Orton tries another RKO but Christian counters
into the Killswitch for a LONG two. The fans thought it was
over. The Spanish announcers are trying to get back on the air



which is a funny visual. Christian has a chair now and make it
a pair of them. It’s Conchairto time but Christian spits on
Orton and takes FOREVER, allowing Orton to get up and crack
Christian with the chair. The Canadian goes to the apron and a
running shot to the head sends Christian through the table.

Orton still isn’t done as he throws everything he’s got under
the ring. There are steps, kendo sticks, garbage cans and the
table that is still up in the corner. Christian is on the
steps trying to get a breather. Orton puts his foot on the
champ’s head and tries a stomp but Christian moves. Powerslam
puts Christian through the very end of the table, meaning the
rest of it is still standing.

Now it’s stick time and Christian’s back takes a shot. The
stick is already bent after two shots. There’s an elevated DDT
onto the can. It feels like they’re just killing time for some
reason. Orton goes into RKO mode onto the steps but Christian
finds a kendo stick from somewhere. He tries to go off the

ropes but jumps into an RKO on the steps, giving Orton his 9th

world title at 24:36.

Rating: B+. Definitely a good match but they’ve had a better
one, probably at Over the Limit. The beating was really good
and  the  ending  was  SICK.  Christian  was  defeated  here  and
that’s what he needed to have done. They’ll probably have one
more blowoff match, hopefully in the Cell which is where this
feud could go. After that one though, I don’t know if there’s
a point. Still though, very good match that didn’t feel like
it was 25 minutes, which is a good thing.

Video about Axxeess while they clear out the ring. There’s a
lot  of  anti-bullying  stuff  there  too.  There  are  some
uh….celebrities  here  I  guess  they’re  called.

Stephanie is talking to HHH but we can’t hear what’s being
said.



We recap Punk vs. Cena in the same video we’ve seen three or
four times already. I think you get the idea of this already.

Raw World Title: John Cena vs. CM Punk

HHH is guest referee and it’s champion vs. champion. This show
has been very good so far but if this match is as good as it
could be, it hits great. Cult of Personality is a sweet song.
We go way old school with a weapons check. Punk is far more
popular than Cena. Feeling out process to start. The jean
shorts are officially classic. The dueling chants begin and
it’s totally domianted by Cena Sucks.

The feeling out process continues and John takes Punk to the
mat almost in an amateur style. Now the fans think someone
can’t wrestle. This has nearly 40 minutes if need be so they
can build very slowly. Cena grabs a chinlock but Punk grabs
one of his own including a body vice. Booker is complaining
about the technical stuff. Release fisherman’s suplex gets two
for John.

We’re seven minutes into this and there hasn’t been anything
big yet. Then again it’s not even 10:30 so it’s not like they
have to get going immediately. Punk in control and he drops a
headbutt and it’s back to the bodyvice. HHH has been pretty
inconsequential so far. Cena tries the STF but Punk kicks him
off. The crowd is all over Cena tonight. Dropkick knocks Cena
off the apron.

Back inside and Punk gets in some kicks to the ribs. There’s
an Earthquake for two. Cena fights up but gets caught with a
running knee to the head with him against the ropes. He falls
onto the mat and fights up into You Can’t See Me. Cena tries
the STF but Punk counters into the hold called the Anaconda
Vice (Koji Clutch) which is countered into a modified STF.
Cole sounds bored out of his mind on the hold.

Punk counters into the real Anaconda Vice (called a keylock)
but Cena counters into a Crossface (called a front facelock or



something) but Punk gets a rope. Suicide dive takes both guys
out.  HHH  starts  the  count  and  both  guys  are  down  at  9.
Thankfully he stops the count and goes to get them, drawing a
round of applause. He throws both guys back in and says let’s
go.

Both guys get up and it’s time for the slugout. Cena grabs an
AA attempt but Punk escapes, only to get taken down by a SWEET
dropkick. There’s the Shuffle but the AA is countered into a
sunset flip which is countered into a jackknife cover which is
countered into a backslide which is countered into a bridge
and a kick to the head for two. AWESOME sequence!

GTS  is  countered  and  Cena  hits  a  corner  splash.  Sitout
powerslam gets two as this is getting awesome very quickly.
Punk breaks up the top rope Fameasser with a running knee to
the head (very popular move anymore) and a bulldog gets two.
Punk tries the springboard clothesline but Cena counters into
the STF but Punk grabs a rope. The fans are into it but
they’re waiting on the HHH stuff I think.

AA is countered into the GTS which is countered into the AA
for two. Cena complains to HHH but HHH says it was two. Cena
goes  up  and  gets  HUGE  air  on  the  Fameasser  but  misses,
crashing into the mat and possibly hurting his leg. GTS gets
two and Punk is stunned. Punk goes up but is very tired. With
a point to the air he drops an elbow for two. That made me
smile. Punk’s face is great as he’s shocked.

There’s a Randy Savage chant which is the right idea. Cena
grabs a rollup for two and Cena is all fired up. He punches
away but Punk grabs a kick to the ribs and another knee to the
head. GTS (hit the arm) gets three but Cena’s foot is on the
rope. Chant with me: DUSTY FINISH! The pin went down at 24:30.

Rating: A+. It’s not as good as MITB but to call this less
than a perfect grade would be unfair. They beat the tar out of
each other and had some incredible chemistry as always. These



two just have it and there’s no way to teach that. It worked
perfectly and the whole thing was great. Cena was all over the
place here, trying to prove how well he could work and that’s
what he did here. Great match but great in a different way
than last month, which is a good thing.

Punk is all happy post match but won’t shake HHH’s hand. HHH
holds the arm up and leaves. Of all people KEVIN NASH is in
the  ring  and  beats  up  Punk,  leaving  him  laying  with  a
Jackknife.  IT’S  ALBERTO!!!

Raw World Title: Alberto Del Rio vs. CM Punk

Running enziguri and Del Rio is champion!!!!!!! He celebrates
and we’re done. WOW.

Overall Rating: A+. I liked it better than MITB I think and
that’s saying a whole lot. There isn’t a single bad match on
the whole card as even the Divas were impressive. Great show
here with a great pair of main events to end it. This has been
an AWESOME summer and a lot of it has been spearheaded by Punk
and hopefully it’s not going to end. The ending is great as we
have questions, a great match and a new champion. Definitely
worth seeing and it’s great for different reasons than MITB,
which is a great sign. Great show and the best two show streak
for WWE in years.

 

Results

Rey Mysterio/John Morrison/Kofi Kingston b. Alberto Del Rio/R-
Truth/The Miz – Top Rope Splash to R-Truth

Mark Henry b. Sheamus via countout

Kelly Kelly b. Beth Phoenix – Victory Roll

Wade Barrett b. Daniel Bryan – Wasteland



Randy Orton b. Christian – RKO onto the steps

CM Punk b. John Cena – GTS

Alberto Del Rio b. CM Punk – Running enziguri


